
Pricing is one of those areas that business owners really struggle with. I think it’s also one of 
those areas that business owners very often get wrong. That’s because they’re either valuing 
themselves or it’s a 5% price rise that they do once a year and they think they’ve nailed it.

The thing you need to understand is that pricing is a science. There is a psychology to pricing 
and when you start to realise that, then you can really start to increase the revenue (and 
profits) in your business. 

Here are ten things to consider when it comes to pricing. The secret isn’t to try everything  
but to pick and choose what’s right for you and to play with them to see how they work in  
your business.

1 COST BASED PRICING VS VALUE BASED PRICING

Typically, when people start to work out a price for their goods or services, they 
immediately start with cost-based pricing. You think of questions like: what is the cost or the 
materials, what is the hourly rate we want to earn, what is the margin we are after? Which 
means we’ll always be limited by either the hourly rate or the margin.

Value based pricing instead looks at the value your customer or client places on the good 
or service you provide. The price is then worked out on the perceived value which may have 
nothing to do with the cost or an hourly rate. 

In other words, value based pricing is less about you and more about your customer.  
Which is tricky because this means:

 Working out who your customer is (you may have more than one customer type)
 Working out what they want and what they value
 Working out what they’re willing to pay (which has nothing to do with the cost of the 

product or service). Questions you may ask yourself when working this out might include: 
is your product or service unique; will it give your customers a competitive advantage; will it 
save them time and/or money; what does your competition charge?

Value based pricing therefore means a lot of testing, a lot of research and may never be 
something you get right. That’s because it’s impossible to know how every one of your 
customers feel. However, if you persist and it’s done correctly, it can give you the best return 
on the goods and services you provide.

2 FRAMING

Framing is all about educating your customers and helping them see the value in what 
you’re offering. Essentially, you’re giving them a comparison or a reference point for a price.

There are a number of ways framing can be used. One way is with different sizes of products. 
A single biscuit might sell for $0.50 but a whole packet is $5.00. That way we can see how 
the single compares to the packet and the pricing makes sense. Or it may be that you’ve 
reduced your prices and instead of just saying the new price is $100 you’ll say, was $150 but 
now $100. Suddenly the customer feels like they’re getting a bargain. Or instead of simply 
saying your product is $250, you might offer it as 5 easy payments of $50 which is a whole  
lot more palatable.

10 ways to improve your pricing.
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Framing is all about helping your customer feel comfortable with what they’re choosing and 
the price they’re paying. If you’re only giving them one option then they have no reference 
point except with other company’s goods and services which may not be comparable with 
yours. However by providing different levels or sizes of products or services you are able to 
educate the customer and as you’ll find out later, to potentially even influence them towards 
the product or service they should choose.

3 PRICE ANCHORING

Price anchoring is essentially offering an ‘anchor’ price as a first impression which will 
influence your customer’s perception of the value of your goods and services. That bias is 
known as the anchoring effect.

Now you’re aware of this you’ll start to see it happening all around you. It might be the 
Prada handbag in the store window that costs $5,000 so that when you pick up the $300 
sunglasses or the $150 t-shirt they both seem cheap in comparison. Or the Apple Ipad with 
very little data or features for $495 when for only $100 more you can have one with twice the 
data which now seems like a bargain.

Anchoring provides a price comparison point. It’s not always lower as you can see in the 
example above but it’s a bias you can set in the minds of your customer so that they are driven 
to buy other products and services. With perhaps only a few buying the anchor product.

If your products and services’ anchor are being set by your competitors then it’s up to you to 
re-anchor your product. There are many ways you can do this but Starbucks did it beautifully 
when it entered the highly competitive coffee scene and weakened the anchor by creating an 
idea known as the ‘third space’ with their ambience they created and even their different sized 
and descriptive coffees so it was difficult to compare. In that way they were able to sever an 
existing anchor in their customer’s minds and charge a premium price.

4  ANCHORING AND THE MIDDLE OPTION

If you’re offering packages or options it’s important to understand the rule of threes and 
how customers will react when confronted with this. 

There’s a reason most telephone companies offer three different packages. Two is not 
enough, five is too confusing but three is the sweet spot. What is important to understand 
however is that customers are psychologically driven to choose the middle option. That’s 
because we don’t want to seem like cheapskates but we don’t’ want to be ripped off so we 
unconsciously aim for the middle. 

It’s why if we’re creating packages we need to create the one with the most value and the best 
margins as our middle option with perhaps the highest or the lowest as our anchor so the 
customer can see the middle is great value. ➝Continued
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5 CHARM PRICING: THE POWER OF 9

You’ve no doubt seen offers before or $49, $99, $1999 but does it really work or is it just 
annoying customers? In eight studies published from 1987-2004 these are described as charm 
prices and they were reported to boost sales by an average of 24% relative to nearby prices. A 
charm price is simply a number that is a little below a round number. That usually means a price 
ending in a 9 (however 8 and 5 are charm prices too however 9 is the strongest).

Of course, if you shop at Prada, Thomas Ducks or Nordstrom you won’t find prices ending 
with a 9. Why not? That’s because the subliminal (or perhaps not so subliminal) message 
here is that you should expect to pay. 

It’s understanding where you fit in the market, who your prices are aimed at and whether you 
should be using charm prices or not.

6 BUNDLING AND UNBUNDLING

Unbundling is unpacking traditional products and services and selling them piecemeal.
Apple did this by selling songs rather than albums and Shoes of Prey was another great 
example of a consumer literally being able to choose any combination of shoe that they want. 
They’ve unbundled the entire product. It’s a different way at looking at traditional products 
and services and asking what are the bits that customers really value and will pay a premium 
for and how can you offer just that part to them.

We see bundling most clearly in fast food franchises so McDonalds will offer a Family 
Meal where they ‘bundle’ up a whole lot of individual products and therefore increase your 
average spend in store. Bundling can also help you move products or services that a client 
doesn’t necessary want to buy but you know they need – kind of like sneaking in their 
vegetables without them knowing but having them be delighted with the results. That’s 
because customers can’t always be trusted to buy what will give them the best value and so 
by packaging or bundling products you can ensure that they’re making the best use of your 
products or services and you’re being rewarded at the best margin.

7  DECOY PRICING

A decoy price is one that you know your customer is not going to take but will either help 
educate them as to the value of the one you want them to take or helps them understand the 
value. It’s especially useful for new products and services.

An example is newspapers and digital. Newspapers are finding it increasingly difficult to 
convince their customers that they should continue to buy newspapers when there is so 
much web content so the Economist magazine came up with a great option which is also 
the perfect example of decoy pricing with their subscription offer. For $59 you could buy an 
online subscription only (which consumers were loath to pick up), for $125 you could buy a 
print subscription only but for $125 you could also buy a print and online subscription. Most 
people chose option C (the print and online offer) because the print only was the decoy offer, 
designed to showcase that both were the bargain. But the Economists’s margins were still 
maximised because they weren’t dropping their print price.

Another example of decoy pricing is with luxury goods. When Prada display their $5,000 
handbag in the window, yes some people will still buy the handbag. But for others, it makes 
the $300 pair of sunglasses or the $850 t-shirt seem cheap in comparison. ➝Continued
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8  PARTITION PRICING

Partition pricing is where you break up your total cost into multiple components. 

The most obvious example is shipping and handling. So if I’m shopping online I buy my goods 
and services, I check out and only then am I usually charged shipping and handling. It’s not 
built into the products or services but it’s partitioned and charged separately. The reason for 
this is so that customers understand that this is a separate purchase or cost they’re incurring 
but it also allows you, the seller, to wipe that additional cost if you choose to.

9 SELL TIME, NOT MONEY

Particularly when it comes to ‘bargain pricing’ it’s far better to sell time rather than 
money. If something is cheap, it often doesn’t pay to simply bang on about the fact that it’s 
cheap – it’s better to create an emotional connection.

While it may only cost $50 to clean my house, advertising that it’s super cheap might actually 
put the customer off. Instead, if you talked about how cleaning the house will mean more 
time spent with your family, your favourite TV show or making more money at work – and it’s 
cheap! Suddenly the $50 makes sense because you’ve given it emotive context.

It’s about considering your target market and asking what value your customers are getting 
out of your product? What time savings are they enjoying? Or how can you create that time? 
For example, Millers Lite beer created Miller Time which was about getting to knock off time 
which was now reframed as ‘Millers Time’. 

Whether you’re selling products or services, start asking different questions when you’re 
marketing your product, instead of just thinking price. Because price isn’t emotive enough, 
time is.

10  DOWNPLAY PRICE INCREASES

This may seem like a strange one but I see too many business owners who don’t put 
their price up for a couple of years, wait until costs catch up with them and their margins are 
being eroded and then are forced to increase their price by 15%. Which their customers notice 
immediately! Instead, if they had every six months or so put up their price by 1-2% chances 
are most of their customers would never realise. 

Of course, you don’t need to increase your prices to increase your margins, you may decrease 
your offering. But of course, you need to be careful here not to annoy your customers. 
However, if you know your customers are price sensitive, you know the competition is tough 
and you’re capped out you may consider reducing your offering. Biscuit companies do this by 
reducing their packet size by a biscuit, cereal companies reduce the size of the box, peanut 
butter spreads and jams add a dimple to the bottom of the jar so there is less product. The 
price stays the same but the margins are increased because the product is less.

SUMMARY

Yes, that’s a whole lot of information but it’s about understanding that pricing is more than 
just aiming for the middle. If you know you need more help pricing then make sure you jump 
onto the waitlist for my Business Adulting Plan where we have a whole Module dedicated to 
Pricing. Or if you just can’t wait, book me for a pricing review in your business.


